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Faculty and Deans

Copyright Essentials for Librarians
- - - - - - - - - _ by James S. Heller
h e United States Constitution authorizes Congress
"to promote the progress of science and useful arts,
by securing for I.imited times to authors and inventors
the exclusive right to their respective writings and
discoveries."1 The first federal copyright legislation
appeared in 1790 when Congress secured copyright
in the authors of maps, ch arts and books. In the last
200 years Congress has extended copyright protection to maps,
charts, designs, etch ings, and engravings (1802); musical compositions (1831); photographs (1865); paintings, drawings, and
sculptural works (1870); motion pictures (1912); sound recordings (1972); and computer programs (1980) .
Today the Copyright Act of 1976,2 along with interpretative
judicial deCiSions, sets forth the respective rights of copyright
owners and users of copyrighted materials. Th is article will
present an overview of copyright law and how it applies to th e
activities of librarians and educators.
Copyright protection extends to original works of authorship
"fixed in any tangible media of expression."3 In limiting copyright prot~ction to works that are "fixed," Congress mandated
that there be some concreteness to the work. For example, an ora l
presentation may not be copyrighted, but the written speech
upon which the presentation is based may be. Similarly, a live
television or radio broadcast is not "fixed," but a recording of the
broadcast is and may be copyrighted.
Not all works fixed in a tangibl e medium of express io n are
sub ject to copyright protection, however. Although works published by state or loca l governments may be copyrighted, publications of the United States government are in th e public
domain and are not copyrightable.' While facts may not be
copyrighted because they lack originality, compilations of facts,
such as alm anacs, may qualify for copyright protection.
Ideas or themes may not be copyrighted, although the
expression of an idea may. Therefore, although there can be no
copyright in the theme of a romance between a n orthern gunrunner and a southern girl in the antebellum South, the expression
of that idea in Margaret Mitchell's Gune With the Willd clearly is
copyrightable.
In drafting the 1976 Act, Congress attempted to balance the
often competing rights of owners o f copyrighted works and the
needs of users of those materials. Congress sought and encouraged input from various interest g roups, notably educators,
librarians, authors and publishers. The resulting Act was a compromise, with many of the troubling results that legislative
compromises create. Some provisions were intentionally left
ambiguous for later interpretation by the courts. III othe r in stances, notably classroom copying and off-a ir taping, guidelines
rath er than legislation are proVided.
130th copyright ow ners and users of copyrighted works have
rights under the 1976 Act. Copying for teaching, scho lars hip,
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and re~earch purposes are mentioned specifica lly in the fair use
pro~lslon of the Act:' Library copying, 6 public performances of
audiOVisua l o r musICal works for instructional purposes,? and
c.opy lJlg co mputer p~ogramsH also are addressed in the legislation. ~t ISth ese provIsions of th e Copyright Act which most affect
IIbranans and educators, and upon which this articl e will focus
~efore discussing how librarians and ed ucators may use copy~
nghted works, It IS helpful to discuss the rights of copyright
owners and the concept of infringement in the broader context
of property law.
America n law gen:ra lly addresses three types of property.
Personal property cons ists of goods, such as personal compute rs
or books. Real property IS land and things attached to land, such
as houses. Intellectual property - the
law of patents,
t"f adema rk s, and
copy rights - includes man i festations of a person's
thoughts.
A
property
owne r has the right
to use hi s o r her
property within the
bounds of the law .
The proPdt yow ner
may lease, sell, o r
give away the property. In short, the
owner has the righ t
to dictate when and how hi s or her property shall be used. Like
other property owne rs, th e ow ner of a copyrighted work also has
certain rights.
Under the Copy right Act, a copyr ight owner has the right to
reprod uce hi s or her copyright ed work, publicly perform or
display the work, distribute the work, anc! prepare derivative
works based on the original workY Copyrigh t infrin gement occurs when a copyright owner's rights are violated with out hi s or
her permiSSion or abse nt the payment of roya lties, unl ess the
use r's activi ty is permitted under anot her provision of t he Act. JO

In drafting the
1976 Act, Congress
attempted to balance
the competing rights
of owners of copyrighted
works and the needs of
users of those materials.

he fair use of a copyrighted work, including reproduction for purposes such as criticis m, co mm ent, teaching,
scho larship, or research, is not a n infringement. The
fair use provision is designed to be a flexible rule of
reason, and a determination as to whether a use is fair
depends on the particular facts o f eac h case.
To determine whether an activ ity involving copy ing is
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allowed, a librarian usually should consider whether the copying
is permitted under section 107, even if the activity also appears
to be addressed by another provision of the Act. Indeed, each
exemption to the exclusive rights of the copyrigh t owner is based
on what is considered to be an equitable balance between the
copyright owner's rights and the competing rights of users of
copyrighted materials. The four factors that are considered in a
fair use analysis illustrate the balancing that is done in determining
whether an activity qualifies for the fair use exemption.
The first factor is the purpose and character of the use. As a
general matter, non-profit educational uses are favored over
commercial uses . This does not mean that all non-profit uses are
fair, nor that a profit-making motive will preclude a finding of fair
use. How the copyrighted work is used is simply one of several
factors that will be considered in a fair use analysis.
The second factor is the nature of the work copied. Librarians
and educators should understand that there is greater room for
copying informational, scientific, br factual works than there is
for copying entertainment works.
The third factor is how much of the copyrighted work is
copied. The more that is copied, the less likely it is that the
copying will be considered fair. While copying one article from
a periodical, a chapter of a book, or a poem from a collective work
Would in Illost instances be within the section 107 exemption,
copying several articles from a periodical issue or a substantial
porti~n of a book probably would not. II
1 h e final fair use factor is the effect of the lise (or copying) 011
~,h:p?t:ntialmarket for or value of the copyrighted work. This
dllll ll1ls hed value" factor is considered the most important of
the four factors. It is unlikely that a use will be considered fair if
the value of or market for a work has bee n decreased beca use of
th e copying. This can be true even for non-profit educational uses
of copyrighted materials. 12

S

edion 107 provides that the fair lise of a copyrighted
work for purposes such as "teaching (including multiple
copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research is not
an infringement of copyright." While much educational
copying is presumptively fair, the Act does not state that
all SllC~ copying is allowed. What section 107 really says is that
educational copying is non-infringing when it is a fair use.
Educational copying is not elsewhere addressed in the Act.
Instead, there are guidelines.
p The Agreemellt 011 Gliidelilles for Classroom Copying in Not-tarrOflt Edllcational Institlltions was signed in March 1976 by representarIves?f authors, publishers, and educational interest
gro
Un~Ps, and IS included in the legislative history of the Act.)]
cop e~ the GlIidelines, a teacher may provide one copy of a
ing ~ng~ted work to each pupil if certain requirements, includof th reVlty and spontaneity, are met, and if the cumulative effect
(Not: ~OpYing does not endanger the copyright owner's rights.
factor ~w the latter requirement ties in with the fourth fair use
O
thated harm to the copyright owner). The Guidelines also state
cOmp 'IUC?tors cannot copy for the purpose of creating anthologies,
o ns , or collective works . Educators wishing to make
COPie;
COpY' Or Such purposes would first receive permission from the
nght OWner.
Am ~ot all education groups agreed to the GlIidelines. The
Ass er~ca.n ASSOCiation of University Professors (AAUP) and the
oC.lahon of American Law Schools (AALS) felt that the Guidelines
We re mapp
.
.
end
ropnate
for post-secondary educatIOn,
and refused to
th ~s~ th.elll . 14 The American Library Association also believed
19~2 IIIdeJ'!,es were unrealistic in the university setting, and in
PI t PUb.h shed Model Policy COllcen/ing College alld Ulliversity
'0 ocoPYl1lg for Classroom Research and Library Reserve Use. IS The
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Model Policy offers broader guidelines for educators and librarians, and provides that certain copying for library reserve is
permissible.
The Model Policy states that at a faculty member's request a
library may copy and place on reserve excerpts from copyrighted
works owned by the library. The policy generally permits a library
to make one copy of an entire article, chapter from a book, or a
poem for reserve. Multiple copies may be made if (1) the amount
of material copied and the number of copies made are reasonable'
(2) each item includes a notice of copyright; and (3) the effect of
the copying does not harm the market for the work. The ALA
suggests that no more than six copies be made for reserve
purposes, that libraries avoid repetitive copying, that institutions
not profit by reserve copying, and that libraries neither create
anthologies nor copy consumable works. 16
While copying within the ALA Model Policy appears to be fair
use, remember that not all copying for educational purposes is
allowed under the Copyright Act. Both the Guidelines and the Model
Policy place limits on educational copying. Although neither are
the law, they do provide valuable guidance to librarians and educators.

ost single-copy photocopying of articles and excerpts for personal research probably is fair use.
Th e ALA recognizes this in its Model Policy, which
states that instructors may make a single copy of a
chapter from a book, an article, short story, short
essay, or short poem for the purpose of scholarly research or lise
.,
in teaching or preparing to teach a classY
Libraries and their employees are accorded speClal.flghts
under section 108 of the Copyright Act. In order to qualify for
section 108 privileges, three initial criteria mus~ be met: (1~ the
copying must be done without a purpose of daect or II1daect
commercial advantage; 18 (2) the library's collection mllst ?e
open to the public or available to other persons doing resea~ch 111
a specialized field;19 and (3) copies must include a notice of
copyright. 20
Section 108 addresses a
wide range of library photocopying activities, including
copying unpublished works, 21
copying to replace lost, stolen, or damaged copies of
published works, 22 and the
possible liability of libraries for infringing copying
done on library photocopy
equipment. 23
The library photocopying exemption permits a library to copy articles or small
excerpts for patrons as long
24
as three conditions are met:
(1) the copy becomes the
property of the user; (2) the
library has no notice that the copy will be used for a purpose.other
than private study, scholarship, or research;2s and (3) the library
displays at the place where orders are accepted and includes on
its order form a warning of copyright.26 Most single (rather than
multiple) copying of articles or small excerpts for educators,
stuclents, or researchers would be permitted under section 108 if
the other requirements of that section are met. The right to copy
an entire work - as distinguished from copying articles or
excerpts - is more limited. Such copying is permissible only if
the requirements noted in section 108 (d) are met, alld if a new
or used copy cannot be obtained at a fair priceY

M

AI/librarians
should be aware
of the prohibition
against systematic
copying or
distribution.
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All librarians should be aware of the prohibition against
systematic copying or distribution. 28 While single copies of the
s~m~ materi~ls (the same article, for example) may be copied and
dlstnbuted If each copying transaction is unrelated, a library
should not subscribe to one copy of a journal or newsletter and
reg.ularly make copies of articles for its institutional members.
Nelt~er ~ay sever~llibraries in a library system agree that one of
the hbrar.les subscnbe to a periodical, and the subscribing library
s'ys te~~t\Cal~y copy articles from that periodical for the other
h?r~n es. ThIs does not mean that interlibrary copying is prohIbIted, however.

Interlibrary Loan Copying
Libraries may ~articipate in interli-b-ra-r-y-a-rr-a-n-ge-m-e-rl-ts-s-o-Io-n-g--,as
the ~Ibrary recel~lI1g copies of copyrighted works is not using the
copies as a substItute for a subscription to or purchase of the work.
he C0!VTU Gllidelilles 29 provide gUidance on permissible copyII1g for mterlibrary purposes. Generally:

:r

(1) I~ anyone year a library should not request more than
fIve copies of articles published within the last five years
from the same journal title (the CONTU Rule of Five).
(2) Supplying libraries should not fill requests for copies
unless the requesting library represents that the request
conforms to the GlIidelines or another provision of the
Act (e.g., section 107). (Always remember that the library
doing the copying may be liable for infringement).
(3) Libraries should maintain records of copies requested
under interlibrary arrangements for three years.

Non-Book Materials ____________
Copying under section 108 is limited effectively to books, periodicals, and sound recordings. Copying a musical, pictorial,
graphiC, sculptural, motion picture, or other audiovisual work is
permitted only under the following three circumstances: (1) for
the purpose of security or to preserve an unpublished work
already owned by the library; (2) to replace a lost, stolen, or
deteriorating copy of a published work when an unused replacement cannot be obtained at a fair price; or (3) the work is an
audio-visual work dealing with the news. 30

Videos _________________________________
The owner of a copyrighted videocassette or film retains the right
to copy and distribute his or her work. A library may not copy a
video to change formats (e.g., from Beta to VHS) or to make an
archival copy. The copyright owner also has the right to publicly
perform his or her audiovisual works. 3 1 Most of the questions
librarians have about copyright and videos seem to revolve
around the public performance right. Many librarians want to
know under what circumstances they may lend videotapes, and
whether videos can be viewed by patrons within the library.
Lending videos usually poses no problem unless there is
reason to believe that the borrower will engage in an unlawful
public performance of the video. While allowing an individual to
view a videocassette in a private viewing room within the library
probably is permissible,32 allowing even small groups to view a
tape within the library is more problematic. Playing the ta~e
before a large group - even if no fee is charged - clearly IS
infringing without the copyright owner's permission, unless the
use is considered educational or instructional and is therefore
33
permitted under section 110(1) of the Act.

Sound Recordings _____________________
The copyright owner of a sound recording (Le., a record, tape, or
compact disk) has the exclusive right to reproduce and distribute
NORrh CAIlOIiNA libRAlliES

the work.34 Libraries clearly may lend sound recordings to their
patrons. But while a library may be tempted to make copies of
sound recordings for lending or archival purposes (Le., copying
a record onto tape and lending the tape but not the record), that
activity clearly is infringing. In stead, a library should purchase as
many copies of the work and in as many formats as it needs.

Computer Programs _ ___________
Computer programs, like other works that are original and fixed,
are copyrightableY Congress, in its wisdom, allows software
owners to copy software for three specific purposes: (1) to modify
the program to suit the purchaser's specific needs; (2) to create a
substantially different program that arrives at the same result as
the first program but uses different methods; or (3) to make an
archival copy. Whether other copying is permissible would
largely depend upon an application of the fair use provision. A
library district may not purchase one copy of a software package
and make copies for each branch in the district; such use would
not be fair.
Downloading, or transmitting online data to a local storage
medium, clearly entails making a copy. Downloading is permissible if it is a fair use. If the downloaded data is used in a format
identical to that which appeared in the original form, the use
probably is not fair. Substantial reformatting of the data might be
considered a fair use, however, although one must be aware of the
prohibition against creating a derivative work. 36

t took Congress nearly thirty years to revise the Copyright
Act of 1909; it may be well into the 21st century before
there is another complete revision of the 1976 Act. The
1976 Act, unfortunately, often seems to present more
questions than answers. Notwithstanding the grayness of
American copyright law - or perhaps because of it - librarians
should be aware of the Act, pertinent legislative history materials
(including the Guidelilles), publications of the ALA and other
library, author, or publisher organizations, and articles and books
on copyright that illuminate the issues and offer some guidance.
Copyright owners, particularly publishers, will continue to
assert what they believe to be their rights under the Act. While
librarians, ... educators, and other consumers of intellectual
property must be aware of the rights of copyright owners, they
should also be aware of their rights as users of copyrighted works .
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